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Departmental Performance Summaries 14-15 – Q3 

Finance: 

The main activity for the Finance Team during Quarter 3 was to develop the Authority’s 2015-16 budget and Capital Programme 
for Members approval in February 2015.  New team members are being integrated into the team.  Additional activity has centred 
on budget monitoring and working with colleagues on projects.  
 
Financial Performance Commentary 
There is an underspend on vacant posts, although these posts have now been filled. On the Authority’s corporate activity, 
there has been an underspend against the Authority’s inflation provision.  There has also been some additional funding in 
respect of S31 grants relating to Business Rates. 

 

 

ICT: 

Q3 has been a challenging time whilst the new team settles in but has seen good progress made against all objectives and the 
new team is delivering excellent IT support not only evident by the significant improvements in KPIs, but is also reflected in the 
comments from other staff. The ICT Value for Money Review is now complete. 
 
Financial Performance Commentary 
 An underspend of around £19k is expected against mid year review which is largely due to vacant posts not being filled 

 

 

Legal & Democratic Services: 

Q3 Work on key activities for Legal & Democratic Services remains largely on track with the provision of support to a number of 
important IRMP projects being the priority. 
 
 Achievements related to key activities during Quarter 3 that are worthy of a mention are: 

� An initial submission has been made to NW employers relating to level 2 of the Charter for Member Training and 
Development 

� Fire Authority agreed to the establishment of a charitable company limited by guarantee which will be involved with the 
Safety Centre and is now being developed 
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� Research on options and approval given for purchase of a Decision-making Management System 
� Facilitated two Joint Consultative Committee meetings to consider shift proposals. 
� Preparation and issue of documentation for main procurement for station build programme 

 
Financial Performance Commentary 
Budget reduced at mid year, outturn is anticipated to be below revised budget. 

 

 

Operational Policy & Assurance: 

The OPA team have continued to provide a good quality service to departments within the service and beyond, and has made 
good progress in delivering the programmed training and catching up on training that was postponed due to industrial 
action/ASOS issues. Though there is some hope that the threat of industrial action is receding, the department will continue to 
plan to deal with the ‘worst case’ scenarios. The team is continually monitoring the situation in a continued effort to keep 
postponements to a minimum. The team continues to support the ERP programme in relation to planned on call training 
programme.  
. 
The work of the ICTS over the years has been recognised as it has been shortlisted for a LGC Award for ‘Driving Efficiency 
through Technology’. 
 
The scoping work to procure two new aerial appliances is nearing completion and the working group will present their findings to 
SMT in the near future. 
 
Financial Performance Commentary 
The OPA department is reporting an overspend at third quarter specifically due to costs relating to strike action. This will be 
offset by underspends on service delivery and will be addressed through the third quarter process.  There are no other 
significant variances identified over and above those reported at mid-year review. 
 
Fleet Services are underspent at third quarter, over and above the savings reported through Mid-Year Review.  Savings have 
been made on repairs, leasing costs and fuel.  This underspend was anticipated and further supports the offering up of £120k 
from 2015-16 budgets. 
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People and Organisational Development: 

Quarter 3 (Q3) has been a productive period of time, despite additional workload pressures within the HR Support team as a result 
of ongoing industrial action and the associated payroll and pension issues. 
 
Key achievements and areas of priority include: 

� The negotiations with the FBU in respect of new duty systems reached a “failure to agree” in September 2014 and the 
JCC process was invoked for the Day Crewing duty system in October 2014 and for the Wholetime duty system in 
December 2014.  Since the JCC meetings, agreement has been reached on the Day Crewing system.  There is however, 
ongoing reluctance on the part of the FBU to agree to the Wholetime proposal based on a 12 hour shift 
rotation.  Discussions are still ongoing and the FBU have expressed a desire to seek further external arbitration. 

� Following the approval of the new talent management programme in Q2, the Workshops Apprenticeship programme has 
been launched and the recruitment of a Community Safety Apprentice for the Prevention Department is also in 
progress.  Two traineeship opportunities have also been offered which are scheduled to commence in January 2015.   Work 
is ongoing to establish the appropriate governance for the “Step into Work” programme, to facilitate access to internal 
vacancies up to and including Scale 4. 

� Head of People and Development and the Organisational Development Advisor were instrumental in creating and 
delivering a national CFOA event in November titled “Let’s Talk Talent”.  This was attended by approximately 60 people 
with positive feedback.  Work is ongoing to ensure that Cheshire remain a high profile contributor to the ongoing CFOA 
work relating to sustainable workforces and talent management. 

� On Call recruitment has continued to be a priority with events running in Alsager and Penketh, during the third quarter. 
� Casework continued to rise during Q3 largely as a result of the ongoing industrial action.  Inappropriate use of social media 

coupled with inappropriate language and conduct have been common themes.  The continued increase in casework has 
inevitably stretched resources in HR as well as middle and strategic level managers who are involved in investigations and 
hearings. 

� A programme of 360 degree feedback was launched during Q3 for all Green Book middle and senior managers.  This 
has been done in-house and has generated good feedback.  Leadership Development Advisors have also made some 
valuable inroads to promoting interest in the IFE qualification with the development of new materials, station based 
workshops and a HQ based registration event. 
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Financial Performance Commentary 
There is a continuing underspend as a result of lower than anticipated costs on corporate training and salaries, to be 
recognised in VFM review savings in the 2015-16 budget.  The initial implications of  the firefighter fitness initiative are also 
recognised within the estimated outturn.  

 

 

Planning Performance & Communications: 

The third quarter saw the department delivering against some key corporate priorities despite an escalation of the national strike 
action by the FBU. For the four day strike the department organised the Service’s biggest safety campaign to date, making 
extensive use of social media and delivering a TV advert campaign in anticipation of further industrial action over the Christmas 
period.  
 
Extensive work in support of the smoke alarm campaign continued, although the decision and timing of legislation is now down 
to discussions between Government departments. All aspects of the value for money review into the department were 
completed and the closedown report was signed off by the IRMP programme Board.  
 
Other key activities included: 

• Completing and publishing the Authority’s 2014-15 public perception survey 

• Writing the new draft five year strategy for approval by the fire authority and planning the consultation programme 

• Completing the consultation on IRMP 12 

• Starting the roll out of a new performance management system. 
 

Financial Performance Commentary 
Overall the department is continuing to show a slight underspend against its core budget, offset by additional costs relating to 
the strike. The full impact of additional costs associated with responding to the national industrial dispute will not be clear until 
the end of the financial year. 
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Prevention & Protection: 

Performance in Q3 has been consistent in both Prevention & Protection with continued good progress being made against 
departmental objectives: 

• Delivery of audits and thematics continuing to exceed target expectations despite staffing shortfall across the 3 offices. The 
delivery of peak activity type inspections of the night time economy premises continues to be adversely affected by on-
going industrial action by the FBU (ASOS) with the matter being reviewed to determine a way forward. 

• Business safety visits have increased 10% compared to the same period last year.  

• Work is ongoing with regard to promoting the benefits of sprinklers with some of the funding having already been allocated 
to a number of RSL’s with work largely complete on one of the projects in CW&C. Work scheduled to commence in Q4 on 
further two projects in CW&C and H&W.   

• UwFS continue to reduce as data quality from NWFC improves with robust call challenging and mobilising procedures are 
in place.   

• Continued arson prevention work and other external factors have had a positive effect on the number of deliberate fires, 
currently positively under target by 36%. 

• HSA delivery is on track and is anticipated to exceed projected targets at year end despite significant staff short-fall with 
many members of the team significantly exceeding their individual minimum requirement.   

• Increased use of intelligence-led targeting is being used to improve the impact of the Kitchen Safety Campaign vehicle.  

• Presentations to prospective Safety Centre partners continue to be well-received with preparations for appointing creative 
specialists to fit out the centre now underway. Proposal to establish a charitable enterprise to eventually manage operation 
of the centre and draw down external funding was approved by fire authority in December.   

• Youth Engagement activities continue to be high profile for the Service despite reductions in external funding and 
challenges facing the Princes Trust and cadet teams around recruitment of young people to the programmes.  

• Road Safety activities continue across the region in line with departmental objectives.  

• There have been three fatalities in primary fires year to date and 32 injuries.  

• Department budgets continue to realise savings following the merger of Prevention and Protection (formerly CS and CFP) 
whilst still allowing delivery of a quality and improving service. 
 

Financial Performance Commentary 
 Protection continues to underspend as a result of vacancies within the department, with anticipated savings in the 2015-16 
budget.  Prevention also continues to underspend, although this is offset by the creation of a reserve to fund new On The 
Streets work, and by an overspend on the Prince’s Trust Partnership.  
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Property: 

Planning consent has been received for the proposed new fire station sites at Alsager, Lymm, Penketh and M56. Construction works 
have commenced at Alsager and tender returns are currently being evaluated for the other three sites.  
Strategic redevelopment schemes are currently being investigated at Crewe, Ellesmere Port and Chester which, if approved, will 
provide the Authority with new fit for purpose stations in addition to realising considerable financial benefits in the form of reduced 
revenue running costs and substantial capital receipts. 
Agreement has been concluded with the RSPCA to occupy space at Wilmslow station from 1st April 2015 and with EE to reinstate the 
communications mast at Holmes Chapel, both of which will provide a good on going revenue income stream. 
The biomass boiler scheme at HQ is complete which will provide considerable financial and carbon savings in addition to  providing an 
on going income stream from RHI.  
Various maintenance and improvement/alteration schemes are in progress and will be completed within budget. 
 
Financial Performance Commentary 
Performance against budget – Forecast spend up to year end 2014/15 is anticipated to be slightly below budget. 

 

 

Service Delivery: 

In Q3 the on Call Availability continues to show increased performance year on year, with further developments to recording 
systems and the number of On call Staff recruited and available.  Further data validations is being undertaken by crews to 
ensure that the number of recorded fires spread from the room of origin and those without a smoke alarm are accurate.  
Reductions in incident volumes also make these targets more stretching, as small numbers can cause greater fluctuations in 
performance. 
 
The Service Delivery Department continues to implement the IRMP Projects despite the challenges of the ongoing industrial 
action, including: 

• Changes to crewing the second pump at Runcorn – On call teams are responding to incidents on a regular basis on 
Runcorn’s second appliance. The new team has settled well and the pump has remained available 94% of the time 
despite the ongoing ‘action short of strike’. 

• Changes to crewing the pump and aerial at Macclesfield. – The station moved from wholetime to a nucleus crewing 
system on 1 April. Since then the pump has been available for 99% of the time and the aerial appliance for 96% of the 
time. 
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• Gartan System – Now fully embedded on both Wholetime and On Call stations with a link to NWFC. The pay module 
is currently running in test mode to ensure accuracy, the official go live date is March 2015. 

• New Duty Systems – The new Day Crewing system is agreed and will be implemented on 1 April 2015.  The new 
wholetime system is not agreed and was referred to the Joint Consultative Committee (JCC).  After hearing 
presentations from both management and the FBU, the JCC was unable to assist the parties to reach agreement. It did, 
however, conclude that: “The case for 12-hour shifts appears compelling for the following reasons: Productivity will 
increase, non-cashable savings will be achieved; the Working Time Regulations will be complied with; and more 
importantly, firefighter safety will improve.”  The JCC also resolved: “That 12-hour shifts should commence no earlier 
than 1st January 2016. This will provide the Employer-side and Trade Union-side with sufficient time to finalise all 
aspects of the new arrangements as well as allow sufficient time for the notification of the change to staff.”    

 
Financial Performance Commentary 
 The Service Delivery budget is continuing to show an under spend as expected in line with a reducing establishment. 

  

 


